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Award Winning Author, Filmmaker, and Activist
Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz

Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz is the world’s most prolific, best credential, and most controversial 
drug industry whistleblower. This award-winning author, film-maker,  pharmaceutical industry 
critic, and intelligence industry analyst has published nineteen books and dozens of peer reviewed 
scientific articles. Dr. Horowitz’s first of three American bestsellers, Emerging Viruses: AIDS & 
Ebola–Nature, Accident or Intentional?, is largely credited for prompting the global vaccination 
risk awareness movement. The book caused several governments to reconsider their “immuniza-
tion” policies, and became the center of political debate in 2008 when Barack Obama’s minister, 
Rev. Jeremiah Wright, credited Horowitz and this book for evidencing HIV/AIDS as a genocidal 
weapon of mass depopulation targeting Africans and African Americans, courtesy of covert U.S. 
military contractors named in the publication. Dr. Horowitz’s second bestseller, Healing Codes 
for the Biological Apocalypse, prompted a revolution in the music and natural healing industries, 
advancing the production of “medicial music” made in the central frequency used by chlorophyll 
to produce oxygen--528nm/Hz. The retired dentist, researcher, health products pioneer, and na-
turopathic physician’s consumer health guidebook, Healing Celebrations: Miraculous Recover-
ies Through Ancient Scripture, Natural Medicine and Modern Science, pioneered the protocol 
adopted by thousands of natural healers and medical doctors worldwide. Most extraordinary, Dr. 
Horowitz’s 2007 decryption of Leonardo da Vinci’s most famous drawing revealed the math-
ematics of LOVE: The Real da Vinci CODE; and his follow-up text, the most monumental of his 
30-year career, The Book of 528: Prosperity Key of LOVE, reveals the “creative technology” fun-
damental to “intelligent design.”  In 2008, Horowitz was voted by his peers in natural medicine as 
a “World Leading Intellectual.” “So far a Nobel Prize hasn’t been awarded to Dr. Len Horowitz, 
but it should have been,” wrote Col. Gritz, the U.S. military’s real Rambo--the most decorated 
officer in history. Alternatively, Col. Jack Kingston, past Chairman of the National Security Ad-
visory Board in Washington, D.C., wrote, “In my estimation [Horowitz] has unearthed a covert 
operation run amok, that is bigger than any secret operation in U.S. history, and more momentous 
in it’s implications to humanity than the atomic weapons ‘Manhattan Project’ of World War II.”



 
STATEMENT BY THE PRODUCER/DIRECTOR

Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz

“People who lack the eyes to see the documentation UN-VAXXED presents, or the ears for truth 
that I relay in this contribution; or people who cannot easily grasp the facts supporting the likeli-
hood that vaccines are being used as ‘genocidal weapons for mass depopulation,’ may not choose 
to see what is happening right in front of their eyes,” Dr. Horowitz cautioned.

Horowitz disagrees with both camps--pro-vaccination and anti-vaccination--and for good cause. 
“Most vaccine experts on both sides of the debate,” the Harvard-trained doctor explains, “suffer 
from what I call ‘PSYCHO-SCOTOMAS.” The word ‘psycho-scotoma” accurately and con-
cisely diagnoses the main (mass mediated) problem. In medicine, we learn to diagnose problems 
before we treat them. ‘Diagnosis’ means to “see through to the root of the disorder.” A ‘scotoma’ 
in medicine is a ‘blind spot’ in vision. People can’t see what is right in front of them because of 
nerve disease affecting vision. Similarly, a “psycho-scotoma” is a blind spot in viewing reality 
caused mainly by the media, advertising,  otherwise called ‘behavioral conditioning,’ or ‘social 
engineering,’ also called ‘programming.’ The great battle between fear versus faith is central to 
the diagnosis of this global problem that requires effective treatment.  In their quest for money, 
power, or social/political control, people deny reality, con themselves, and each other, to ratio-
nalize nearly everything, including mass extermination of people, much like Bill Gates explains 
in this film, rationalizing terminating nearly a billion people for ‘National Security.’ Generally 
speaking, this ‘reality’ is too frightening for most people to grasp, so they don’t generally view a 
film like this that provides the intelligence necessary to see the ‘Big Picture.’ Unfortunately, what 
you don’t want to see, or don’t care to know, can kill you in this instance.  Thankfully, there are 
still heroes like many of my friends, people like my co-host, Sherri Kane, who don’t operate un-
der those constraints. They are still committed to saving as many children, and adults, as possible 
by defending freedom of choice. Informed consent is crucial to civilization. People need informa-
tion to make good decisions. They need the truth, the facts, no misrepresentations, no omissions, 
no consumer fraud, in order to make wise choices that can affect their families, especially in this 
controversial field of vaccinology. This is the mission of UN-VAXXED: A Docu-commentary for 
Robert De Niro--to advance the life-saving ‘discussion’ that Robert De Niro sought to start.
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